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Team of the Month: Shands Red!
Congratulations to the team of the month for July 2019!

▪ Residents: Deep Banerjee (right), Lindsey Johnson
▪ Interns: Omkar Betageri, Janani Sadasivan, Pamela
Martin, Eric Moffet

Celebratory championship belt will be shining in the VA
Blue Team room for the rest of the month!

Get to know your July Intern and Resident of the Month!
Joshua Furtney, PGY-1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where are you from? Melbourne, FL
Pancakes or waffles? French Toast
Starter Pokémon? Pikachu
As a child, what did you want to be when you "grew up"? I wanted to race
motocross. I’ve ridden my whole life (and still do) and love watching the pros
race. I’ve only ever raced in amateur races, and my parents were not too
supportive of this dream.
Jobs prior to medicine? Summer farmhand on my family’s corn and soybean
farm in Illinois. I did mechanical work on trucks and tractors, repaired barns,
and maintained the grounds.
Biggest lesson learned this year? Long work days are infinitely better if you
enjoy the company of those working alongside you. Don’t forget the importance
of making friends and sharing laughs during even the stressful days.
Who is your role model, and why? My father. He is the hardest working man
I’ve ever met, but will never complain. The older I get the more I recognize the
sacrifices he made for my brothers and I, and admire how he buffered us from
stress he must’ve endured.

Andy Lopez, PGY-2

• Where are you from? Miami, FL
• Pancake or waffles? Pancakes
• Starter Pokemon? Charmander

• Favorite restaurant in Gainesville? Bangkok Square
• Favorite wards song? Pour Some Sugar on Me - Def Leppard

• As a child, what did you want to be when you "grew up"? Astronaut and Pluto is still a planet dangit

• Jobs prior to medicine? Chipotle

• Hobbies? Walking and playing with our newly adopted dog, Bennet
• What is your life motto? When life gives you lemonade, make lemons.

Life will be all like “Whaaaa?!”

Chief Corner: Meet
Donevan Westerveld!
Hi guys my name is Donevan, your Ambulatory
Chief.
I’m a proud dad of Dominic and Annabelle and
a very lucky husband.
My interest are traveling, art, working out, and
education.
wish you all the best of luck this year. My door
is always open if you want to stop by to talk or
just get some snacks.
Follow Donevan’s wife on Instagram!
@juliewest06
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Resident attitudes towards Britney Spears’ top hits, a
single center experience
Villanueva F

Abstract
BACKGROUND & AIMS: Despite the widely accepted cultural importance of Britney Spears music, the superior Britney
Spears song remains incompletely characterized.
METHODS: A cross-sectional survey among internal medicine residents at a single tertiary referral center was conducted
from July to August 2019. The questionnaire allowed subjects to choose between the two accepted best Britney Spears
songs, “Toxic” and “Oops!... I Did It Again”, also allowing for write-in responses.
RESULTS: 43 responses were included in the final analysis. "Oops!... I Did It Again" was slightly more preferred (42.9%)
compared to "Toxic" (35.7%); however, results were not found to be statistically significant in both binomial testing with
confidence interval and chi-square testing. Notable write-in candidates included “Lucky” (9.5%) and “Crazy” (4.8%). The
major limitation in this study was clearly questionable overall musical taste of internal medicine residents.
CONCLUSIONS: Internal medicine residents at our tertiary referral center appear to slightly prefer “Oops!... I Did It Again”
over “Toxic” as their perceived best Britney Spears song, though statistically significant difference was not established. As
lack of exposure to early 00’s music represents an emerging public health concern, additional mandated resident education
on pop music and Britney Spears’ general discography is sorely needed.

UF Internal Medicine out and about

CCU!

VA Blue Wall Sits!

#SelfiesWithSahil

UF vs Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks!

VA Green!

I spy Justin Lewis!

Interns at the Housestaff Mixer!

Shands Gold Medicine!

Shands Orange Medicine!

Helen!

Pulmonary fellow spotted!

Lake Wauburg!

First FRIM meeting!

Former Prelim Annie Lopez spotted!

Seri playing piano for Shands Orange Medicine!

MGI!

After work snuggle time!

Want to be featured in the next Gator Doc periodical? We are looking for contributors and photos!
#SelfiesWithSahil will be prioritized. Email Faith Villanueva at faith.villanueva@medicine.ufl.edu!

